April 10, 2016

OPENING

Steve Beck emcee Welcome

Eddie Bengfang Multimedia Certified

Amy Lee Segami Founder TEDxIIT Prologue

Yinman Zhong, President & Amarsinh Deshmukh, VP

TEDxIIT 2016

Chris Anderson TEDx Introduction [TED Talk]

Lillian Smestad Antimatter Matters

Mustafa Bilgic Transparent & Interactive AI

Marco Tempest Magic of Truth and Lies [TED Talk]

Ioan Raicu The Big Bang of Computing

Vinesh Kannan No Code is An Island

Taylor Wilson Yup, I Built a Nuclear Fusion Reactor [TED Talk]

Javid Akherat Breakthrough in Dialysis Treatment

John Katsoudas Nano Liquid Batteries

TEDxIIT.com • Facebook.com/TEDxIIT • @ TEDxIIT #TEDxIIT
BREAK #1 LUNCH

Audley Reid/Philip Danzy Contemporary Jazz

Marcin Jakubowski
Open-sourced blueprints for civilization [TED Talk]

Frances Bronet Feeling The Force

Ken Nelson, MD Volunteer In Your Backyard

Maya-Camille Broussard Ingredients for Your Calling

Haydn Shaw What We Don’t Get About Millennials

Laurel Bellows Human Trafficking

Garrett Gray The Truth About Success

Eddie Bengfang Multimedia Early & Often

BREAK #2

Joe Sabia The technology of storytelling [TED Talk]

Jabowen Dixon UnexpecTAP

San Lae Lae Cho Let’s Get To Know Each Other

Chris Gladwin Storing All Data

Mike Gorham Heart Attack Saved My Life

Rives A story of mixed emoticons [TED Talk]

Carl Seidman Why I Retired at 32

Robert Baittie Park In The Sun

Ellen Schnur/Jim Mecir Being Shy is Being Selfish

Kate Cesario Everything Country

CLOSING

RECEPTION

TEDxIIT.com • Facebook.com/TEDxIIT • @ TEDxIIT #TEDxIIT